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                                            Elegant heaters in the heart of your sauna

                                                                Pure Nordic design of HUUM sauna heaters enhances the natural beauty of sauna stones and brings the sauna interior to life.
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                    Nature-inspired HUUM sauna heaters combine ancient Estonian sauna heritage, mild steam and modern technology.
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                    The Sauna Calculator is an easy-to-use tool that helps determine the ideal HUUM sauna heater for your sauna by calculating the cubic size of the steam room and suggesting a suitable sauna heater model and controller based on your inputs.
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                                            Nature-inspired sauna heaters

HUUM sauna heaters embody the rustic yet elegant Nordic design that celebrates the natural beauty of sauna stones. Inspired by the organic shapes and forms found in nature, our sauna heaters are developed with sustainability in mind, ensuring durability and efficient use of materials. From our product development process to our packaging and publications, we strive to meet the requirements for environmental friendliness and sustainability certifications. Our goal is to provide not only a beautiful and relaxing sauna experience but also a responsible and eco-friendly one.
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                                            Innovative solutions for sauna

With HUUM’s smart sauna controllers and mobile app, heating your sauna has never been easier or more convenient. Whether you prefer to start the sauna from the steam room or from your phone, you can control the temperature and timing with just a few clicks. This smart technology not only simplifies your life but also saves you time, allowing you to focus on other activities while the sauna heats up to the perfect temperature.
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                                            Transgenerational experience

The experience of using HUUM sauna heaters and controllers goes beyond just the present moment, as they are built in Estonia with a deep respect for the local sauna traditions passed down through generations. By working with top Estonian metal processors, HUUM aims to create durable and beautifully designed sauna heaters that provide a gentle and healthy steam experience for years.
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                                    HUUM app controls the sauna from a smartphone

With just a few clicks from your phone, the HUUM mobile app allows you to heat your sauna before you even get home.
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                Awards and certificates

HUUM products have been recognized with the international product design award RedDot and meet high standards.
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